Today’s international community faces challenging but not insurmountable obstacles, as do you in the bipartite quiz that follows. To begin, utilize each of the definitions below to access an appropriate lexicon entry of indicated length. Then supplement your response with the given letter of the alphabet and anagrammatize the outcome into a member of the United Nations. For example, “makes amends” (6) would suggest the word ATONES. When “I” is added and the resulting seven letters are scrambled, we arrive at ESTONIA. Enjoy your travels through the world of wordplay, collecting as many of the twenty-five available passport stamps as possible along the way.

1. impeding (7) + A
2. much frequented place (5) + B
3. sweet, sticky liquid (5) + C
4. one-dimensional (6) + D
5. boat basin (6) + E
6. mother-of-pearl (5) + F
7. antenna (6) + G
8. parasitic insects (4) + H
9. demolish (4) + I
10. inert gas (5) + J
11. send back to custody (6) + K
12. placate (6) + L
13. immoderately elaborate (6) + M
14. grant for merit (5) + N
15. spiced lunchmeat (6) + O
16. feel regret (3) + P
17. narrow sea inlet (3) + Q
18. fit to be utilized (6) + R
19. physical discomfort (4) + S
20. soft palate suspension (5) + T
21. Indian outergarments (5) + U
22. prisoner (6) + V
23. synthetic fiber (5) + W
24. feeding trough (6) + Y
25. misrepresent (5) + Z